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 Dynamics of correlation-frozen antinodal quasiparticles
in superconducting cuprates
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Alberto Crepaldi,5 Fabio Boschini,6,7 Cephise Cacho,8 Richard Chapman,8 Emma Springate,8
Hiroshi Eisaki,9 Martin Greven,10 Mona Berciu,6,7 Alexander F. Kemper,11 Andrea Damascelli,6,7
Massimo Capone,12 Claudio Giannetti,3* Fulvio Parmigiani1,2,13
Many puzzling properties of high–critical temperature (Tc) superconducting (HTSC) copper oxides have deep roots in
the nature of the antinodal quasiparticles, the elementary excitations with wave vector parallel to the Cu–O bonds.
These electronic states are most affected by the onset of antiferromagnetic correlations and charge instabilities, and
they host the maximum of the anisotropic superconducting gap and pseudogap. We use time-resolved extreme-
ultraviolet photoemission with proper photon energy (18 eV) and time resolution (50 fs) to disclose the ultrafast
dynamics of the antinodal states in a prototypical HTSC cuprate. After photoinducing a nonthermal charge redis-
tribution within the Cu and O orbitals, we reveal a dramatic momentum-space differentiation of the transient
electron dynamics. Whereas the nodal quasiparticle distribution is heated up as in a conventional metal, new
quasiparticle states transiently emerge at the antinodes, similarly to what is expected for a photoexcited Mott
insulator, where the frozen charges can be released by an impulsive excitation. This transient antinodalmetallicity
is mapped into the dynamics of the O-2p bands, thus directly demonstrating the intertwining between the low-
and high-energy scales that is typical of correlated materials. Our results suggest that the correlation-driven
freezing of the electrons moving along the Cu–O bonds, analogous to the Mott localization mechanism, consti-
tutes the starting point for any model of high-Tc superconductivity and other exotic phases of HTSC cuprates.://a
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Many of the exotic phenomena characterizing the phase diagram of
high–critical temperature (Tc) superconducting (HTSC) cuprates
originate from the interplay between the Coulomb interactions within
the Cu-3d orbitals and the tendency of holes to delocalize via the O-2p–
mediated hopping (1, 2). The redistribution of the charges within
the Cu-O orbitals in doped materials drives the emergence of un-
conventional phenomena, such as the pseudogap phase (3, 4), low-
temperature charge instabilities (2, 5), and d-wave superconductivity
(6). A possible framework (7–10) to rationalize these phenomena relies
on the assumption that, in lightly doped HTSC, the strong on-site re-
pulsion drives the freezing of the electrons moving along the Cu–O
bonds. The consequent breakdown of the Fermi surface (11), under
the form of a suppression of quasiparticle excitations in the antinodal
region of the Brillouin zone, prepares the emergence (12) of low-
temperature instabilities and the opening of the d-wave supercon-
ducting gap. Within this picture, ultrafast resonant excitation can beused as an “unconventional” control parameter (13, 14) to transiently
modify the electronic occupancy of the Cu-3d and O-2p orbitals and
drive the system toward a transient metallic state (15) characterized
by the partial recovery of antinodal quasiparticle states at momenta
(±p,0) and (0,±p).
Led by this idea, we performed high–temporal resolution extreme-
ultraviolet (EUV) angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (TR-
ARPES) to map the ultrafast evolution of both antinodal quasiparticles
and O-2p bands in a prototypical cuprate superconductor (see Fig. 1, A
to C, for an overview of the real- andmomentum-space structure). Our
experiment unveils an unconventional antinodal dynamics, character-
ized by the transient emergence of quasiparticle states, that is very simi-
lar to what is expected for a photoexcited Mott insulator. These results,
supported by cluster dynamical mean-field theory (CDMFT) calcula-
tions within the single-band Hubbard model, suggest that the
breakdown of the antinodal Fermi surface is a direct consequence of
the short-range correlations induced by the on-site Coulomb repulsion.
The ultrafast dynamics is triggered by near-infrared (1.65 eV) femtose-
cond pulses that excite the O-2p→Cu-3d charge-transfer process in
Bi2Sr2Ca0.92Y0.08Cu2O8+d (Y-Bi2212) single crystals close to the optimal
hole concentration (Tc = 96 K).RESULTS
Ultrafast photoexcitation in multiband copper oxides
To address the role of the oxygen bands in the photoexcitation process,
we start from the one-hole solution (16) of the five-bandmodel (Fig. 1),
obtained from a generalized Emery model after projecting out the dou-
ble occupancy of the Cu sites. The spectrum reveals the presence of two
different oxygen bands at binding energies larger than 1 eV. The 2ps
band has a maximum at momentum (0,0) and presents the same
symmetry of the Cu-3dx2y2 states that give rise to the conduction band.
In contrast, the 2pp band, which arises from the hybridization of the1 of 7
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 O-2px,y orbitals perpendicular to theO-2p ligand orbitals, has almost no
overlapwith the conduction band (see colors in Fig. 1C) and is observed
as a strong photoemission peak (17, 18) at momentum (p,p) and
binding energy of≈1.2 eV (Fig. 1D). These considerations suggest that
the near-infrared (1.5-eV photon energy) excitation scheme, which is
almost universally adopted in pump-probe experiments (14, 19–24),
is capable of modifying the equilibrium occupancy of the Cu (nd) and
O bands (ns,np), thus transferring a fraction dnd = −(dns + dnp) of
charges from the oxygen to the copper orbitals.
Antinodal ultrafast dynamics
The dynamics of dnd over the entire Brillouin zone is tracked by TR-
ARPES (see Materials and Methods) in which the s-polarized probe
photons (ħw ≈ 18 eV) maintain (25) a temporal structure of the order
of 50 fs (see Materials and Methods). In Fig. 2A, we report the band
dispersion along the antinodal (AN) direction (Fig. 1B). Right after
the excitation with fluence of 350 mJ/cm2, the differential image, given
by the difference between the pumped and unpumped ARPES images,
shows an increase (red) of the counts above the Fermi level (EF) accom-
panied by a decrease below EF. The nature of this nonequilibrium
distribution can be better appreciated by plotting (Fig. 2B) the differen-
tial energy distribution curves (EDCs) integrated in the momentum
region highlighted by the black rectangle in Fig. 2A. The transient anti-
nodal distribution is characterized by a strong electron-hole asymmetry,
because the number of electrons above EF significantly exceeds the
number of photoexcited holes below EF. This effect is maximum alongCilento et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar1998 23 February 2018the antinodal cut, whereas the differential signal along the nodal (N)
direction is symmetric at all time scales. In Fig. 2C, we analyze the dy-
namics of the antinodal distribution by plotting the EDCs at different
pump-probe delays. The EDCs are modeled as the product of a Fermi-
Dirac distribution, f(E,Teff), at the effective temperature Teff and the
spectral function AðEÞ ¼ S22=p½ðE  EF S1Þ2 þS22, where S =
S1 + iS2 is the electronic single-particle self-energy. The self-energy
is phenomenologically modeled by the expression S = iG + D2/(E −
EF + igp), which is commonly adopted for gapped quasiparticles (11),
where G is the quasiparticle scattering rate, D is the electron-hole sym-
metric pairing gap, and gp is a pair-breaking term. At negative delays,
the EDCs (gray curve in Fig. 2C) are reproduced assuming an antinodal
pseudogapDAN=40meV (26) andTeff = 30K,which corresponds to the
temperature of the sample. In the first hundreds femtoseconds after the
excitation (red curves), the EDCs are only partially reproduced by an
increase ofTeff because they exhibit an excess signal (dashed area) above
EF, which is responsible for the asymmetry of the antinodal differential
EDCs, as reported in Fig. 2B. The most notable result is that the
asymmetry of the antinodal EDCs can be perfectly reproduced (see solid
line in Fig. 2B) by assuming a net increase of states at the Fermi level,
mimicked by adding a transient additional gapless spectral function,
dAAN(E) (see the Supplementary Materials). We stress that a simple
gap-filling/gap-closing process cannot account for the observed antino-
dal asymmetry. Anymodification of a pairing gap, when convolvedwith
the experimental resolution larger than the gap size, would give rise to a2p
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Fig. 1. Band structure of copper oxides. (A) Schematic representation of the Cu-3dx2y2 and the O-2px,y orbitals that are included in the five-band model to reproduce
the electronic band structure. (B) Upper half of the momentum-space unit cell (Brillouin zone). The Fermi surface is reconstructed by CDMFT (see Materials and
Methods) for an optimally doped system. The red area indicates the antinodal region within the 4* patching of the Brillouin zone introduced by Gull et al. (34) for
2 × 2 CDMFT. The colored lines represent the nodal (N; blue), nearly antinodal (nAN; green), and antinodal (AN; red) cuts of the Brillouin zone accessible by photo-
emission with photon energy ħw ≈ 18 eV and azimuthal angles qN = 0, qnAN = 27°, and qAN = 35°. The gray line represents the cut along the (0,0)-(p,p) direction
corresponding to the photoemission spectra from the O-2pp band. (C) Band structure from the one-hole solution of the five-band generalized Emery model (see
Materials and Methods). The color scale indicates the amplitude of the projection of the wave functions on the ps (blue) and pp (red) orbitals. (D) The left panel displays
the photoemission spectrum from the 2pp oxygen bands at momentum (p,p). The color scale (arbitrary units) indicates the photoemission intensity. The arrows indicate
the two different pumping schemes used in the experiments. The white rectangle highlights the area of integration for the EDCs reported in the right panel (dashed
line). The peak attributed to the 2pp band (gray line) is obtained by subtraction of an integral background. The black solid line is the result of the fit of an exponentially
modified Gaussian curve to the EDC (see the Supplementary Materials).2 of 7
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 symmetric signal (see the Supplementary Materials) because the in-
crease in the density of states at the Fermi level is compensated by a
decrease of the states at the gap edge. In Fig. 2D, we report the dynamics
of the antinodal (0.6 < k < 0.8 Å−1) asymmetry, as obtained by integrat-
ing the photoemission intensity in the [−0.7,0.7] eV energy range. The
data (yellow squares) show that the electron-hole asymmetry vanishes
on a time scale of tAN = 110 ± 30 fs. This value is unrelated to the dy-
namics of Teff (Fig. 2D), which can be estimated from the broadening of
the nodal Fermi-Dirac distribution (see the Supplementary Materials).
This finding suggests that the observed antinodal increase of states is not
the simple result of a temperature-driven broadening of the electronic
occupation of states that are intrinsically electron-hole asymmetric
(27, 28).
The nature of the antinodal states
Our observations indicate that the redistribution of a fraction of
charges dnd within the Cu-3d and O-2p oxygen bands induces
transient new in-gap electronic states at the antinodes. This mech-
anism is very similar in nature to the collapse of the correlation gapCilento et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar1998 23 February 2018in a photoexcited Mott insulator (29), which is determined by the
formation of transient quasiparticle states whose spectral weight is
compensated at an energy scale of few electron volts.
The observed dichotomy between the physics of “conventional”
nodal quasiparticles and that of Mott-like antinodal excitations is a
key consequence of the strong local correlations, as described at the
most fundamental level by the single-band Hubbard model. To ad-
dress the role of on-site correlations in determining the observed
antinodal physics, we performed CDMFT calculations (see Materials
and Methods), which capture the k-space differentiation of the ele-
mentary excitations close to the Fermi level. In Fig. 2E, we report
the antinodal spectral function, convolved with the experimental res-
olution, at two different temperatures and for effective parameters that
reproduce the physics of optimally and overdoped cuprates (see
Materials and Methods). The calculations evidence a suppression of
antinodal quasiparticles, which is progressively weakened as the
energy of the system is raised under the form of a temperature in-
crease. As a consequence, new states appear at the Fermi level, as
can be appreciated by plotting the integral of A(E) in the [0,0.2] eV4
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Fig. 2. Time-resolvedphotoemission spectra at the Fermi level. (A) Equilibrium (left) and differential (right) antinodal band dispersion. The differential spectrum is obtained
as the difference between the pumped and unpumped ARPES images at fixed pump-probe delay (80 fs). The color scale of the differential spectrum highlights positive (red)
and negative (blue) photoemission intensity variations. The black rectangle indicates the region of integration for the EDC curves shown in (B) and (C). (B) Differential EDC
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assuming a transient increase of the quasiparticle states and of the effective electronic temperature. The dashed line schematizes the symmetric signal expected for a gap
closing/filling or a temperature increase. (C) Nonequilibrium EDC curves at different time delays. The dashed areas show the excess signal, with respect to a simple effective
heating, related to the transient increase of states at the Fermi level. The colors highlight three different characteristic temporal regions corresponding to negative delays (gray
trace), short dynamics characterized by the excess antinodal population (red traces), and long dynamics characterized by an increase of the electronic effective temperature
(blue traces). The black lines show the effective temperature increase contribution to the total fit (see the Supplementary Materials), which also includes the variation of states
at the Fermi level. QP, quasiparticle. (D) The dynamics of the antinodal increase of states (yellow squares, left axis), obtained by integrating the antinodal spectrum over the
momentum-energy area indicated in (A), is reported. The gray line represents the best fit, which contains a single exponential decay with time constant tAN = 110 ± 30 fs. The
effective temperature increase of the nodal Fermi-Dirac distribution (gray squares, right axis) is well reproduced by a double-exponential decay. The extracted time scales are in
agreement with published results obtained in similar experimental conditions (41). (E) CDMFT solutions of the single-band Hubbard model for an optimally doped cuprate (see
Materials and Methods). The lines represent the single-particle spectral functions in the antinodal region (Fig. 1B) at two different temperatures convolved with the exper-
imental resolution. The inset shows the integral of the spectral function in the 0 < E − EF < 0.2 eV energy range (see gray area of the main panel) for optimally and overdoped
materials (see Materials and Methods). The integrals have been normalized to the values at T = 140 K.3 of 7
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expected, this effect vanishes when the correlations are weakened by
further increasing the hole concentration (see data for the overdoped
system in the inset of Fig. 2E) up to the point of completely recovering
a closed Fermi surface at all temperatures (30–32). Although the
single-band Hubbard model cannot account for the details of the
photoinduced charge redistribution within the Cu-O orbitals, it shows
that the on-site Coulomb repulsion is the fundamental mechanism
underlying the k-selective suppression of antinodal quasiparticles
for doping concentrations as large as those corresponding to the
maximal Tc (optimal doping). Furthermore, it correctly predicts the
emergence of additional in-gap antinodal states when energy is
provided to the system.
Ultrafast dynamics of the oxygen states
A more comprehensive picture of the relation between dnd, dns, and
dnp can be obtained by tracking the transient behavior of the O-2p
bands after the O-2p→Cu-3d resonant excitation. In particular, we
focus on the dynamics of the nonbonding O-2pp band, which is ob-
served as a strong asymmetric peak at momentum (p,p) (Fig. 1D).
The position of this band is naturally linked to the occupancy of theCilento et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar1998 23 February 2018
eCu-3dx2y2 and O-2pp,s bands. A simple mean-field calculation (see
Materials and Methods) shows that the photoinduced change dnd =
−(dns + dnp) of the orbital populations would induce a shift of the
O-2pp band energy given by
dep≈Upp
1
2
dnp þ dns
 
þ 2Upddnd ð1Þ
whereUpp andUpd are the Coulomb repulsions within oxygen sites and
between the oxygen and copper orbitals, respectively. Equation 1 sug-
gests that any spatially homogeneous combination of holes in theO-2pp
andO-2ps bandswould give rise to an energy shift dep. Considering the
experimental fluence (see Materials and Methods) and the realistic
values (33) Upp = 5 eV and Upd = 2 eV, we obtain, as lower and upper
bounds, dep = −10 meV and +15 meV, corresponding to the cases in
which the whole of the photons is absorbed via the creation of homo-
geneous dns and dnp distributions, respectively.
Figure 3A displays the differential spectra relative to the O-2pp band
for different pump-probe delays. In the first tens of femtoseconds, we
observe a differential signal, which changes sign (positive, red; negative, o
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 blue) at the energy corresponding to the binding energy of the O-2pp
levels. At longer times, the differential signal is characterized by a ho-
mogeneous negative variation. The quantitative analysis of this dynam-
ics is reported in Fig. 3B. The differential EDCs are fitted by modifying
the smallest number of parameters in the exponentially broadened
Gaussian function (see the Supplementary Materials) that reproduces
the equilibrium peak shape reported in Fig. 1D. In particular, the signal
is reproduced over the entire time scale by assuming (i) a long-lived spec-
tralweight variation and (ii) an additional transientGaussian broadening,
dg, which adds to an equilibrium broadening of g ≈ 160 meV, cor-
responding to the energy resolution of the experiment. The position of
the O-2pp peak remains always constant during the time evolution, in
contrast to what is expected for a homogeneous distribution of dns
and dnp excitations (Eq. 1).
In Fig. 3D, we report the temporal evolution of dg. The maximum
amplitude of the transient broadening roughly corresponds to the
energy difference (≈25 meV) between the energy shifts expected for
the homogeneous excitation of theO-2ps andO-2pp bands. The natural
explanation of this result is that the transient increase of the population
in the conduction band, dnd, is associated with the formation of a spa-
tially inhomogeneous pattern of excess holes involving either the p or
the s oxygen bands (Fig. 3E). This situation gives rise to a Gaussian
distribution of dep reflecting the statistical spatial distribution of the
possible mixtures of dnp and dns excitations. This picture is supported
by the comparison between the dynamics of dg and that of the antinodal
excess population, as shown in Fig. 3D. TheGaussian broadening of the
O-2pp peak recovers its resolution-limited value on a time scale identical
to the relaxation time of the excess population (tAN) measured at the
antinode and shown in Fig. 2.
As a final proof of the relation between the observed broadening and
the creation of a nonthermal charge distribution in the Cu-3d andO-2p
bands, we repeated the same experiment with a pump excitation char-
acterized by the same absorbed fluence but a photon energy (ħw =
0.82 eV) smaller than that necessary to transfer electrons from the
O-2ps,p bands to theCu-3dx2y2 conduction band. As shown in Fig. 3C,
no dynamics of the O-2pp is observed in the case of off-resonant exci-
tation, thus ruling out thermal heating effects as the origin of the ob-
served phenomena., 2018DISCUSSION
Our experiment demonstrates that the suppression of quasiparticle
states at the antinodes is originated by a correlation-driven breakup
of the Fermi surface, as already suggested by DMFT calculations for
the single-band Hubbard model (7, 8, 10, 34). In this framework, the
photoexcitation drives the evolution of antinodal states from Mott-like
gapped excitations to delocalized quasiparticles, as previously suggested
by all optical experiments (15). The present results directly affect the
current knowledge of the physics of cuprate superconductors. Any
model for explaining the d-wave superconducting pairing, the antinodal
pseudogap, and the fragility toward charge ordering should build on a
ground state in which the strong on-site Coulomb repulsion drives the
freezing of antinodal quasiparticles. Finally, although the resonant
optical excitation is spatially homogeneous, it likely gives rise to an in-
homogeneous pattern of dnp and dns distributions. Whether this is the
consequence of the spontaneous and ultrafast segregation of charges in
theO-2ps,p bands or it reflects an underlying inhomogeneity of the oxy-
gens (5, 35–37) remains an open fascinating question that requires fur-
ther investigation.Cilento et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaar1998 23 February 2018More generally, the possibility of manipulating the orbital occu-
pancy offers a newway to control the transient properties in correlated
andmultiorbitalmaterials and to achieve novel functionalities, such as
the photoinduced antinodal metallicity shown in this work. The
complete reconstruction of the k-space dynamics of the conduction
band and of the high–binding energy states demonstrated here will
constitute the cornerstone for the next generation of experiments
based on the novel EUV ultrafast sources that are currently being de-
veloped. Our results also constitute the benchmark for future realistic
models of the band structure dynamics of multiband correlated
materials, in which the orbital occupation can be manipulated on de-
mand by light.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental design
Time-resolved ARPES measurements were performed at the Materials
Science end-station at the Artemis facility (Central Laser Facility,
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory). The facility is equipped with a
1-kHz Ti:sapphire amplified laser system delivering≈30-fs pulses with
a central wavelength of 790 nm. The EUV probe photons (in the range
of 15 to 40 eV) are produced by high-harmonic generation (HHG) in an
argon gas jet. The s-polarized 11th harmonics at ≈18 eV was selected
through a time-preserving monochromator (exploiting gratings
mounted in the off-plane geometry to preserve the short temporal
duration of the pulses). The EDCs reported in Figs. 1 to 3 were fitted
by convolving the appropriate fit function with a Gaussian function,
which accounts for the experimental energy resolution. The Gaussian
full width at half maximum is 250 meV for the measurements per-
formed close to the Fermi level and 160 meV for the measurements
of the oxygen bands. These values correspond to the different set-
tings of the exit slit of the monochromator of the HHG beamline,
optimized for obtaining the best compromise between photon flux
and energy resolution.
The nodal, nearly antinodal, and antinodal cuts of the Fermi surface
reported in Fig. 2 were obtained by rotating the sample around its az-
imuthal plane. The sample alignment was determined ex situ by Laue
diffraction and checked in situ by low-energy electron diffraction tech-
nique. The pump beamwas generated using a high-energy optical para-
metric amplifier and tuned to 1510 nm (0.82 eV). For quasiresonant
excitation, the second harmonics of this photon energy was generated
in a thin (0.1 mm) phase-matched BBO crystal, thus obtaining a beam
at 755 nm (1.65 eV). Both beamswere s-polarized. The overall temporal
resolution in the pump-probe experiments was <50 fs. The density of
excited Cu atoms can be calculated considering the pump energy den-
sity (25 J/cm3) and the density of Cu atoms (1.3 × 10−22 cm−3). The
fraction of excited Cu atoms is thus 0.01.
Band structure calculations
The five-bandmodelwe used to calculate the spectrum shown in Fig. 1C
is explained by Ebrahimnejad et al. (16). These results are gener-
ated with the same variational method used there to calculate the
quasiparticle band, which hosts the Fermi level upon doping (the
highest energy band shown in Fig. 1C). Although the position and
bandwidth of this band were found to depend on the variational space
used, specifically on the maximum number of magnons allowed into
the quasiparticle cloud, the O bands, especially the 2pp one, are very
robust and insensitive to such details. This fact further illustrates the
lack of hybridization between these bands.5 of 7
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 Dynamical mean-field theory calculations
The Hubbard model has been solved by means of CDMFT that maps
the full lattice model onto a finite small cluster (here, a four-site cluster)
embedded in an effectivemedium that is self-consistently determined as
in standard mean-field theory. The method therefore fully accounts for
the short-range quantum correlations inside the cluster. The calcu-
lations use the dynamical cluster approximation prescription (38)
and the 4* patching of the Brillouin zone introduced by Gull et al.
(34) and have been performed using finite-temperature exact diago-
nalization (39) to solve the self-consistent cluster problem using eight
energy levels in the bath as in several previous calculations. The finite-
temperature version of the exact diagonalization has been implemented
as discussed by Gull et al. (34) including typically 40 states in the low-
temperature expansion of the observables. It is well established that
CDMFT calculations with small cluster sizes reproduce the qualitative
phase diagram of cuprates at doping smaller than the experimental
ones. This discrepancy depends on the details of the calculations [see
the study of Gull et al. (40)]. For the CDMFT parameters used in this
work, the properties corresponding to optimally doped materials are
obtained at a nominal hole concentration of P = 0.09. The properties
typical of overdoped materials are obtained at P = 0.2.
Mean-field estimation of the oxygen orbitals energy
We considered the interaction piece of the five-orbital Emery-
Hubbard model with on-site and nearest-neighbor interactions
on the basis of Cu-3dx2y2 and O-2px,y orbitals:
HðrÞ ¼ ∑
a
½ðed  mÞnadðrÞ þ ðes  mÞnasðrÞ þ ðep  mÞnapðrÞ
þUddn↑dðrÞn↓dðrÞ þ ∑
a;a′
Updn
a
pðrÞna′d ðrÞ
þUpp
h
n↑sðrÞn↓sðrÞ þ n↑pðrÞn↓pðrÞ
i
þ∑
a;a′
ðUpp  2JppÞnasðrÞna′p ðrÞ
where nd, ns, and np are the occupations of the Cu-3d, O-2ps, and
O-2pp orbitals, and np = ns + np.Udd andUpp are the on-site Coulomb
interaction for the Cu-3d and O-2p orbitals, and Upd is the intersite in-
teraction. For the interaction Up′p between the pp and ps orbitals, we
assumed spin-rotation invariance: Up′p = Upp − 2Jpp.
We performed a mean-field decomposition in the absence of any
magnetization (n↑ = n↓) and obtained the following renormalizations
of the on-site energy for the pp and ps orbitals
dep≈Upp
1
2
dnp þ dns
 
þ 2Upddnd  2Jppdns
des≈Upp
1
2
dns þ dnp
 
þ 2Upddnd  2Jppdnp
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